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Abstract

We present a new variant of spinor techniques for calculating the amplitudes of processes
involving massive fermions with arbitrary polarization. It is relatively simple and leads to basic
spinor products. Our procedure is not more complex than CALCUL spinor techniques for mass-
less fermions. We obtained spinor Chisholm identities for massive fermions. As an illustration,
expressions are given for the amplitudes of electron-positron annihilation into fermions-pairs for
several polarizations.
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1 Introduction

The studies of the high-energy processes with polarization are of fundamental importance in un-

derstanding structure of matter. For example, The European Muon Collaboration (EMC) and

SLAC experiments on deep inelastic scattering of longitudinally polarized muons on longitudi-

nally polarized target have catalyzed an extraordinary outburst of theoretical activity. With

increasing energy of colliders, processes involving many final-state particles ( 2 —> 3, 2 —> 4,

2 —> 5, . . . ) are an important part the present collider's physics.

The above-listed directions of high-energy physics have a point of intersection. The calcu-

lation of cross sections for these processes is difficult if you used conventional approach. This

approach is to square the Feynman amplitude and therefore it is very inconvenient to implement

if the number of Feynman diagrams and the number of final state particles are large.

An alternative approach is to compute the Feynman amplitudes symbolically or numeri-

cally. The idea of calculating Feynman amplitudes is as old as the conventional approach. For

example, the covariant method of calculating amplitudes was developed more than thirty years

ago [l]-[3].

Many different methods are proposed for calculating the Feynman diagrams. A particular

spinor technique for massless external fermions was introduced by the CALCUL collaboration

[4]-[6]. Generalizations of CALCUL approach to the massive fermion case exist [5]-[7], but only

for a specific choice of the spin projection. We call this choice a KS-spin projection or simple

KS-states (these fermion states are often called helicity states, but it is not correct).

A few methods of analytical calculations of reactions with massive fermions are convenient

for computer symbolic calculations. Except the above mentioned method of group CALCUL, it

is important to mention methods proposed in Refs. [7],[8]. So in Ref.[7] a compact formalism

of evaluating matrix elements based on the insertion in spinor lines of a complete set of states

built up of unphysical spinors was proposed, that has allowed to create a high speed program

of evaluations of Feynman amplitudes.

The aim of this paper is to present a spinor techniques method for calculating the amplitudes

of processes involving massive fermions with arbitrary polarizations. This approach leads to

expressions of Feynman amplitudes in terms of spinor products. As an illustration we apply

our method to compute amplitudes and cross sections of the electron-positron annihilation into

fermions-pairs for various usual spin projection of fermion states (helicity, KS-states, spin z-

projection of the fermion in its rest frame).

2 Spinor techniques for massless fermions

In this section we briefly recall the spinor techniques of Refs.[4]-[5], but with small modifications.

Let us introduce the orthonormal four-vector basis in Minkowski space l

n0 = (1,0,0,0) . n i = (0,1,0,0) , n2 = (0,0,1,0) , n3 = (0,0,0,1) . (1)

They satisfy the completeness relation:

n 0 • n 0 - »1 • " 1 - n2 • n2 - n3 • »3 = .9 (2)

'Those are covariant four vectors



by means of which an arbitrary 4-vector p can be written as:

p = p.no • no - p.n\ • m - p.n<i • n^ - p.n.3 • n^ . (3)

Using (1) we can define light-like vectors

bo = n0 - n3,&3 = n0 + n3, &A = n t +i An2, A = ±1 (4)

with the following properties:

bo.bx = 0, b3.b\ = 0, 60.63 = 2, 6+.6_ = - 2 , (5)

1/2 (6£ • bv
z + b$- b»0 - 6? • 6£ - b% • b\) = g^. (6)

Next we define basic spinor U\ {bo) by specifying the corresponding projection operator and

phase condition:

LOxVo, (7)

^ -x (bo) = Ux (b0) (8)

with matrix cox — 1/2 (1 + A75). Our bo corresponds to the vector called fco = (1,1,0,0) in

Ref.[5] and instead of k\ = (0,0,1,0) we use bx-

The CALCUL spinor techniques for calculating processes with massless external fermions

involve the following operations:

1 step: The arbitrary massless spinor Ux (p) of momentum p and helicity A is defined in

terms of basic spinor

(bo)/V2p~M, (9)

where p 7̂  const bo-
2 step: Using the spinor Chisholm identity

= 2 Ux (k) Ux (p) + 2 U-X (p) U-x (k) (10)

and the equation for any four-vector p with p2 — 0

jrf = ] T Ux (P) Ux (P) (11)
A

we can reduce the amplitudes of processes with massless fermions to expressions involving spinor

products (or inner products)

sx (p, k) = Ux (p) U-x (k) = -sx (k,p). (12)

The remaining possible spinor products vanish due to helicity conservation or are reduced to sx

with the help of the relation

Vx (p) = U-x (P),

where \\ (p) is the bispinor of an antifermion.



As an illustration we present the amplitudes for e+e —> / / , where / is fermion (/ ^ e).

The Feynman diagrams for this process are show in Fig. 1. Using standard rules the amplitude

can be written as

i, X2\i>i,v2) = 4 7 r a / s [ T 7 ( A i , A 2 ; v\, v2) + Tzo ( A L , A 2 ; vx, v 2 ) \ , (13)

where

Qf v \ 2

T7(Ai,A2; 1̂ 1,̂ 2) =

x (p i , sPl) £/„, {k{, skl) 7 ^ 2 {k-2,sk2),

V;2 {k2,sk2)

(14)

with s = q2 = (pi +P2)2, Rz — {GpM^s) / (2\^ira (s — A/|) J. The g[, g[ are fermion couplings

and a — e2/(4?r) ,Gf are the fine-structure and the Fermi constant respectively, Qj is the /

charge in units e . The notation sp for bispinors indicates that a fermion with momentum p

has fixed polarization vector sp. Using (10), the nonzero amplitude in massless case can be

written in terms of the spinor products (12):

T (A, -A; v, -v) = 8na/s (Q} + Rz (ge
v - Xge

a) (pi

(16)

Thus, in the evaluation of the Feynman diagrams with the help of spinor techniques the spinor

products are important 'building' blocks.

The spinor product (12) due to equations (7)-(8) reduces to the trace 2

A/ (

1/ 1

p-, k) = A/ (y/jo-pvV^1) ^ Tr {u>-X ¥a i> $ ¥\) =

o.p\/bQ.k) \p.b0 k.bx - k.b0 p.bx - ie (b0 . bx,p, k)} =

A/ (\/bo.p\/bo.k) \p.b0 k.bx - k.bop.bx] •
From Eqs.(4).(6) for a real light-like vector p it follows that

If we define

\p.b+\ = \p.b-\ = \/p.b0 p.h •

p.b0 = p° ~pz =p ,p.b3 = P°

= \JP+ P~

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

then it follows that

sx {p.. k) = A (\Jp- k+ exp {i\tpk) - \jp+ k cxp {i (22)

2c ( b o , b \ , p , k ) = e)li, k'7, £ 0 1 2 3 = - 1



The spinor product (22) of two four-vectors is not more complicated than the dot Minkowski

product p.k. It is important, that the definition of the spinor product (22) is valid for any real

4-vectors, including also bo and 63.

There are several possibilities to calculate the amplitude (13). We can construct an orthonor-

mal basis (1) with the help of the physical vectors pi,p2,k

P1+P2 P2-P1
no = /n ,n3 =

fl 1 x (i e M, Pi ,P2,kl)

n'f = e(/i, n0, n3, n2), n£ = (23)
V2PPPMPK

and obtain an analytic expression for the amplitude in terms of dot products.

Also, using (22), we can write the amplitude in terms of the components of the momenta. Fi-

nally, we have the possibility of calculating numerically the amplitude with the help of Eqs.(16),

(22).

3 Spinor techniques for massive fermions

Our procedure will be similar to that presented in the above section. Let us consider bispinors,

which are related to the basic spinor (see appendix of Ref.[6]) by

UX (p,sp) =
 r " ( p ' ^ } u.x (bo), (24)

j . (p + mpSp)

VX (p, sp) =
 T ( P ' g p ) UX (60), (25)

V (p + mpsp)

where the projection operators T£ (p, sp), T£ (p, sp) are

< (P, sP) = \(p' + rnp)(l + \ 75 4v). (26)

r$ (P, sP) = \{*~ mp) (1 + A75 &). (27)

We obtain

1> U\ {p, sp) = mp U\ (p, sp), i> Vx (p, sp) = -mp Vx {p, sp),

75 /P Ux {p,sp) = XUx (p,sp),75 $v Vx (p,sp) = A FA {p, sp) (28)

i.e. the bispinors Ux {p, sp) and V\ (p, sp) satisfy Dirac equation and spin condition for massive

fermion and antifermion. We also found, that the bispinors of fermion and antifermion (24)-(25)

are related by

V\ (P, SP) = -A75^-A (p, sp), Vx {p, sp) = U-x (p, sp) A 75. (29)

Let's analyze how many spinor products there are for massive fermions. Obviously, the case

of massive fennions is more difficult in comparison with the massless one. In the general case

for calculating the matrix elements sixteen spinor products are necessary while in the massless

case there are only two. However, it is possible to achieve essential simplification.



We notice that the spinor products are not all linearly independent. Using relations (29)

we can show, that only eight products are linearly independent. We define these basic spinor

products for massive fermions as

U\(p,sP)U-\ (k, sk),

U_\(p,Sp)Ux(k,sk), n m

V\(p,sp)Ux(k,sk),
 [M)

V\(p,sp)U^x(k,sk).

As one can see below, the basic spinor products (30) can be calculated with the help of two

functions.

The matrix 75 is the operator of a spin for massless bispinor i.e.

TSC/A (60) = Wx (b0). (31)

Then the definition of bispinors (24)-(25) can be rewritten as

UX (p, sp) = f(P'3p'+1) U-x (M, (32)
^ { )

VX (p , sp) = X ( P ' V I ) __Ux {b()) ^ ( 3 3 )

2Jb0. (p + rnpsp)

with the function

X (p. sp, a) = (ff + arrip) (1 + a /p) . (34)

Let us introduce the following functions:

s \ ( p , k, s p , s k , A. a ) = A / \2^b0. ( p + rnp sp)^bQ. (k + mk s k ) \

Jrr(w_A foxHp..Sp<a)x{k,sk,+l) V\) , (35)

wx (p. k, sp, sk,X, a) = 1/ (^Jb0. (p + mp sp)^b0. (k + rnk sk) J

~Tr (u-x h X
] (P, «P, a) X (k- sk, +1)) . (36)

All the basic spinor products are reduced then to functions (35) (36):

U\ (?• sP) V-x (k, sk) = sx (p.. k. sp, sfc, A. a = +1) ,
U\ (P, Sp) L-rA (A:. .Sfc) = wx (p, A.', s p . .sfe, A, a = + 1 ) . __,,

J ' A (p- Sp) Ux (k, sk) = sx (p, k, sp, sk. -A. a = - 1 ) ,

V"A (7̂  Sp) U-x (k, sk) = wx (p, k, sp, sk, -A, a = - 1 ) .

As for the massless fermions, the spinor products (37) can be calculated through the compo-

nents of vectors p,k,sp,sk. Certainly, the analytical expressions (37) are more complex on a

comparison with the appropriate formulas (19),(22).

An important role in the transformation of the matrix elements to basis spinor products is

played by the spinor identities Chisholm of type (10). For a proof of relation (10) the Chisholm

trace identity was used in Ref.[5]:

7" Tr(> £1 • • • £ W 1) = 2 ( A • • • f2n+1 + £ W 1 • • • Pi) • (38)



As an expression of the type U\ (p, sp) j^Ux (k, sk) is reduced to trace, using the formulas
(24)-(25), (38) it is possible to obtain appropriate spinor identities for massive fermions. In this
case we have four basic identities (compared to one in the massless case):

U\ (k, sk)Ux (p, sp) + U-x (p, sp) U-x (k, sk) +

(fc, sk) F _ A (p, Sp) + Vx (p, sp) Vx (fc, sk), (39)

C/_A (k, sk) Ux {p, sp) - U^x {p, sp) Ux {k, sk) +

+Vx (p, sp) V-x (k, sk) - Vx (k, sk) F_A (p, sp), (40)

U-x (K sfc) Vx (p, sp) + V-x (p, sp) Ux (k, sk)

+VX (k, sk) U-x (p, sp) + Ux (p, sP) V_x {k, sk), (41)

Ux {k, sk) Vx (p, sp) + Ux (p, sp) Vx {k, sk)

-V-x (k, sk)U-X (P-. sP) - V-x (P, *>) U-x (k, sk). (42)

The remaining possible combinations are reduced to the above ones with the help of relations
(29). For massless fermions the relations (39) and (41) are identical (to within the replacement
A —> —A) and pass into (10), and Eqs.(40) and (42) both sides are zero.

Using (39)-(42), and the Dirac equation we can write the analytical expression of a ma-
trix element (13) in terms of spinor products. We represent the amplitude by T (A, —A; v, —u)
for massive fermions with arbitrary polarizations as an example of our type of spinor
techniques:

T{\,-\,v,-v) =4na/s(

6X,V{ (Qf + Rz(ge
ag

f
a+ge

vg
f
v))

i,P2, A, -1) sx(pi,k2, -A, -1) + sx (ki,p2, A, 1) sx {pi,k2, -A, 1)] -

i,p2, A, 1) sx {Pi,k2, -A, -1) + sx [ki,p2, A, -1) sx {pi,k2, -A, 1)] -

(Qf + Rz{gea9f
a-g

e
vgl))

,pi, A, -1) wx (P2, k2, A, -1) - wx {kupi, A, 1) wx (P2,k2, A, 1)] -

,pi, A, 1) wx (P2, k2, A, -1) - wx (h,pi,\, -1) wx {p2,k2, A, 1)] -

Rz(g
e
vg

f
v-g

e
agl))

,pi,-\, -1) sx (P2, k2, A, -1) + sx {kuPu -A, 1) sx (p2, h, A, 1)] +



[sx{kuPi,-\ l)sx(P2,k2,\, -1) +sx(ki,P

(Qf + Rz(gea9fa+9e
v

[w\ {ki,P2, -A, -1) wx (Pi,^2, -A, -1) - wx {ki,p-2, -A, 1) wx (pi,k2, -A, 1)] +

,-\,-l) - wx{k\,P2,~><,-l)wx{pi,k2,-\,l)] ~ (43)

x {kuk2, -A, 1) wx {P2-Pi, A, 1) / M | } ),

where we use the notation sx (pi, k2, A, 1) = .sx (p, &, sp,sk, A, 1) (and a similar one for wx )•

Analogous expressions can be written for other spin configurations of fermions. The amplitude

with massive fermions looks more complicated than the massless one (16), but we will see below,

that the amplitude (43) has a simple form.

4 Spinor products

Let us calculate the functions sx (p, k, sp, sk- A, a) and wx {p, k, sp, sk, A, a) for several spin pro-

jections of the fermion states.

The polarization vector sp of a fermion can be expressed through the momentum of the

fermion as

qp)
2 - rnj qj

where qp is an arbitrary vector (qp 7̂  const p). It is easy see, that .sp satisfies to standard

conditions:

s'2p = -l, p . s p = 0. (45)

Choosing

qp = n0 = (1,0,0,0) (46)

we find in this case that the state of polarization of a fermion is the helicity s ta te .

Taking

QP = bo = n0 - n.3 (47)

then the polarization vector (44) can be written as

sp = p nip - mp ——. (48)
P-bo

Let us call the fermion states with this choice of the spin quantization vector the KS states

(see [5]). As we see, helicity states and KS states are different in the general case.

Finally, if in the rest frame of the fermion sp = 713 (axis of spin projection is z-axis) we have

the fermion polarized states, which will be called the z states.

The spinor products can be rewritten as functions

sx {P-. k.. sp, Sfc. A, a) = sx {p. k, qp, qk, A. a) ,
wx {P; k, sp, .Sfc, A, a) = wx {p, k, qp, qk, A, a) .

8



For the calculation of the amplitudes it is often assumed that qp = qk = . . . = q i.e. all fermions

have the same polarized states (helicity, KS, z or another possible state). The spinor products

sx and wx are denoted
sXhei (p, k, A, a ) , wxhei (p, k, A, a ) ,

SXKS (p, k, A, a ) , WXKS (p, k, A, a ) , (50)

sxz (p, k, A, a) , wxz (P, k, A, a)

for helicity, KS and z states respectively.

Using (35)-(36) we express the functions sx and wx through the components of the vectors.

For the vectors p = {p0
:p

x,py,pz) and k — (k°, kx, ky, kz) we obtain:

A iampmk

( n
1 AXifik I \lr

e ^ \l \ \K

(amp k\)

amp

sXhel{p,k,\,a) =

k\) (p° + \p\ c|) (p° + |p|) (51)

~PZ) -

mk IPI) (52)

(p, A;, A, a) =

k') - mg/ (fc° - kz)-
- pz) } ,

(p, k, A, a) =

(53)

(54)

[(a

mk) + (a

mp
(a

(p, A, A, a) =

- a)

(55)

(56)

As one can see, the analytical expressions (51)-(56) look a little bit more complicated in the

corresponding relation (22). In the massless limit, the mass term in (51)-(54) can be dropped. As

a result, for the functions sxhel and SXKS
 we obtain the expression (22). Since all z states have

only one spin projection (z-axis in rest frame), the massless limit is absent for these polarized

states in general.

Let us consider possible unstable situations, which can arise in numerical calculations. There

are the denominators in (51)-(56), hence the ambiguity of type 0/0 can appear in the calculations.

Obviously we have no problems with helicity for massive and massless fermions and z, KS states

for massive fermions. If one chooses the vector k — (A;°,0, 0. fc°) (the massless fermion moving



along z-axis), then the expressions for the KS states (53)-(54) contain the ambiguity of type

0/0. In this situation for SXKS
 ar*d WXKS

 w e have the rule in the massless limit :

1 step. To take the mass of the fermion equal to zero.

2 step. Only after 1 step we calculate the spinor products through the components of the vectors.

If another spin projection sk is of interest of we can decompose any bispinor U\ (p, sp) in

terms of another bispinor Uu (k,sk) with the help of spinor products, using the completeness

relation of the bispinors (24)- (25):

As an example we present the matrix of decomposition for KS and helicity states through

the components of the momenta:

Ux{P,hel)U,{pJ<S)/2mp =
&\,vV(P° + IPI) (IPI - PZ) I (2 IPI (P° - P Z ) ) -

The other important building block is the element of the current J^ defined as follows

J£ (p, k, sp, sk; A, v) = U_x (P, sp) ^Uw (k, sk),

J% (P' fc' -SP' sk] A, f) = VA
A (p, sp) 7,,lv (A:, sfc).

Using the completeness identity (6) we obtain that the current J of type (59) can be written

J^{Pik,sp,sk;\,v) =
1/2 {bo.J • 6g + bA.J • b% - bi.J • 6?2' - 62.J • 6'/) l j

It is easy to verify that the terms bo.J and other are reduced then to spinor products s\ and wx-
Using the analytical expressions (51)-(56) we obtain coefficients of decomposition (60) through
the components of the vectors (see these coefficients for helicity states in the appendix).

We now have all the tools necessary to express any Feynman diagrams with arbitrary fermion
polarizations in terms of the spinor products or the components of the momenta.

5 Application

As an illustration of our method we present the helicity and KS amplitudes for the process
e+e~ —> ff. It should be noted, that the spinor techniques with functions (53)-(54)( KS states)
are used for the calculating of amplitudes of e+e~ —> ff + rrf with massless electron and positron
[9]. Also we take the tnassless a+ and e~. For completeness we have included expressions of
helicity amplitude (13) with all massive fermion in the appendix.

We will work in the center of momentum system with the initial particles moving along the
2-axis. In this frame the momenta take the form

Pi = vA/2(l, 0,0,1) - for e
, 0,0,-1) - for e

where s = {p\ +P2)2, Pk = V 1 ~ 4mfc/ s-

An = ^s~/2{l.3kstn6,0,3kcose) - forf, [ '
A:2 = yfe/2(l,-,3ksin6,Q,-dkcos9) - for / ,

10



Using (43),(51)-(54) it is simple to obtain the helicity and KS amplitudes:

Thel (A, -A, ui,i>2) = 4na/s (
Svy-v2 { {s) (1 + \ViCOS0)

Rz (ge
v - \g%) (gf - vipkgl)] } + (62)

[Qf + Rggf (ge
v - Xge

a)] } ) ,

TKS (A, -A, uu v2) = Ana/s (

0%cos2O) { ^ . ^ ( - l j v / i f t i t n ^ l + \i>i0kcos9)

[Qf + R z (g
e
v - Xge

a) (g[ - ^g[)} } + (63)
1̂,̂ 2 { 2(A-^i) mk

Rz {gl - \g%) (gf +

The helicity amplitude (62) coincides with the amplitude which was obtained in Ref.flO] up to

the phase factor.

In Eqs.(62) and (63) 1̂ 1,̂ 2 correspond to the values of the helicity and KS fermion's po-

larization, respectively. As one can see, the helicity and KS amplitudes have the different

angular dependence for same values isi,v2 . In Fig.2 we represent the angular cross sections

da^2\ 1 _i [z) jdz and da^[ RL (z) jdz (z = cosO) of the process e+e~ —> tt with y/s = 0.5 TeV.

From our example we see that it is incorrect to call the KS states helicity ones (see [7]). It

is to verify that the unpolarized cross sections, which can be obtained from the helicity and KS

amplitudes coincide.

6 Concluding Remarks

We have presented a new spinor techniques method for calculating the amplitudes of processes

involving massive fermions with arbitrary polarizations. The method allows one obtain to a

Feynman amplitude in terms of spinor products.

We determined, that all possible spinor products can be calculated with the help of the

two functions only. We have received analytical expressions of spinor products for vectors of

polarizations of fermions which frequently are used in the physical appendices (helicity, KS and

z-state). Are discussed possible unstable situations, which can arise in the numerical calculations

of the amplitudes.

Our procedure is not more complex than CALCUL spinor techniques for massless fermions.

The method can be adopted for both analytical and numerical computations. As an example,

all procedures of reduction of Feynman diagram to spinor products are constructed with the

help of the simple rule-based program in Mathematica.

We obtained the spinor Chisholm identities for massive fermions with arbitrary polarization.

As an illustration of our method for calculating the amplitudes, the expressions are given for

the amplitudes of electron-positron annihilation into fermions-pairs for helicity and KS-states.

11
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8 Appendix

Current JM for helicity states

We can write the Feynman amplitudes in terms of the current object (59). For example the

matrix element (14) can be rewritten in terms of the dot products of the J^

l5 A2;

(64)Qf ( - ^ 1 ^ 2 ) {Jv {P2,Pi,Sp2:SPl;X2,^i) -Jv {ki,k2,skl,sk.2; -vu-v2)} .

Therefore, in the calculations the currents are important building blocks.

For massless fermions we can obtain any process in terms of the dot products ./,,., Ju and

the four-vectors of reaction. This formalism (E-vector formalism) is used in Ref. [11]. But the

terms, which not reduce to the these dot products are exist, if all fermions are massive.

Using (7), the dot product bo .J reduces to the spinor products:

bo.Ju (p, k, sp, sk; A, u) = U\ (p, sp) %UV {k, sk) =

E { ^ A (p,-sp) Up (bo)} [Up (b0) Uv (k,sk)} . (65)

Thus we obtain analytical expressions for the current coefficients through the components of the

vectors. For helicitv states we have:

(66)

bo.J*el(p,k,X,X) =

\P\) (k° + \k\)

- \p\) (fc

3z(k))

- 3z(k))

3z(k)) (1 -

(67;

(68)

- \P\) (k° - k

3z(k))

(69)

12



(70)

*,.^e* (P, A, A, A) =

IPI) (71)

where Pz {k) = kz/ k and in Eqs. (70)-(71) v = ±1 .

Helicity amplitudes e+e~ —> / / with all massive fermions

In the center of momentum system with the initial particles moving along z-axis, momenta

of massive fermions take form:

(72)

l,0,0,/?p) - for e~,
O,-0P) - for e+,

ki = y/s/2{lt0ksind,O,/3kcos6) - for /
= y/s/2(l,-pkaine,0,-pkcose) - for

where /?p = J\ — Arri^/s. Using (43) and (51)-(52) we compute the helicity amplitudes:

(

[Q/

(A, - A , v>i,u2) =
+

(73)

} ) ,

Thei (A, A, vi, v2) = 4-n-a/s

1)V2 [Qf - Rz
(74)

These expressions have a compact form and in the massless limit for e+ and e pass into (62).
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for the process e+e —> ff
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Figure 2: The angular cross section for the helicity and KS polarized states
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